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In order to protect global threat security is now a crutial matter throughout the world. This
security may be for your country or may be for your software system i.e. IT security or may be
for your own house or may be for your own safety or may be for own mobile set. Any type of
hazards, including crime, accidents, fire, subversion, espionage, sabotage, and attack, may
happen at any time. So, there is a question of security. In order to maintain security, security
service is very important in this time. Secuity services may be business security services or
personal security services or home security services or IT related security services. If this service
is related to any country millitary services or police services is also a part of security services.
Security services are also very important in UK. Security services uk means the different types of
government agencies of Uk who are collectively responsible for espionage, counterespionage,
counterterrorism and many other covert activities. Security services uk mainly refers to security
service, MI5 and Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), MI6. Some Special Branch and
the Metropolitan Police Anti-Terrorist Branch also act as security services. MI5 is UK’s
remarkable domestic counter-intelligence and security agency. This Security services uk mainly
focus
on
the
protection
of
counter-terrorism and counter-espionage ,British
parliamentary democracy and economic interests within the UK. MI5 though deals with internal
securty, sometimes it also takes important role in overseas operation. To protect country’s
security MI6 also helps UK government by supplying foreign intelligence. Apart from these two
agencies other important Security services uk are National Crime Agency (NCA), National
Domestic Extremism Unit (NDEU), National Ballistics Inteligence Service (NBIS), Defence
Intelligence(DI), Joint Intelligence Organisation(JIO) etc. All these agencies play important role
to protect the security of the country.
Security services in UK play a vital role at the period of emergency. Emergency security
services ensure public safety and health at the time of emergency. In UK to help the public
avoid, detect, and report emergencies effectively some security agencies have engaged
themselves in community awareness and prevention programs. The main emergency security

services in UK can be categorised into main emergency service functions, other emergency
services, civil emergency services and location-specific emergency services.
Main emergency service functions are police, fire department and emergency medical services.
In UK these three functions for a given area are performed by three separate organisations. Other
emergency services works in the area like mlitary, coastguard, technical rescue, mountain rescue,
emergency managment etc. Civil emergency security services deal with emergency road service,
emergency social services, disaster relief and location-specific emergency services works in the
area of park rangers, lifeguard. In most cases agencies deal with emergency security services
work together to share some common practices and protocol for certain large-scale emergencies.

